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FOREWORD

To commemorate the 15th anniversary of its
operations in Tajikistan, ADB has produced this
retrospective collection of impact stories that
highlight some of the development projects
supported by ADB during this period. These
stories, presented in their original form and based
on the information available at the time they were
written, describe how these projects have touched
people’s lives.
ADB’s operations have benefited the population
by reducing isolation, increasing communication,
broadening access to electricity, improving social
services, and creating more income-generating
opportunities. Cumulatively, as of May 2013, ADB
had approved about $606 million in grants and
technical assistance projects, and $373 million in
concessional loans for Tajikistan.
ADB’s key strength has been its continued
focus on strengthening infrastructure within a
regional cooperation context. The rehabilitation

Klaus Gerhaeusser
Director General
Central and West Asia Department
Asian Development Bank

of the Dushanbe–Kyrgyz border road corridor
connecting Tajikistan and the Kyrgyz Republic
with the People’s Republic of China and beyond,
and the reconstruction of the 500-kilovolt
switchyard at the Nurek hydropower plant are
some examples of such projects.
ADB has also played an important role in
managing climate-related disasters and
expanding access to education and health
care. The stories on ADB’s support for reducing
vulnerability to floods along the Pyanj River,
restoring the Yavan water conveyance system,
rehabilitating roads that ease travel to schools,
and reforming the health sector illustrate some of
ADB’s operations in these areas.
ADB’s program in Tajikistan continues to
support the country as it tackles its most critical
development constraints, focusing on costeffective solutions to achieve results for the
population and improve the environment for
investment. Strengthening energy supplies and
transport links and developing the private sector
are priority areas for ADB’s operations in the
country. ADB also continues to reinforce regional
cooperation, capacity building and governance,
climate change, and gender mainstreaming.
ADB is proud of its 15-year record of partnership
with Tajikistan and looks forward to many more
years of productive collaboration.

Foreword

T

ajikistan has achieved substantial economic
growth and development after a period of
political instability and economic decline
following the end of a long civil conflict. Poverty
incidence fell to 46.7% in 2009, from 81% in
1999. The Asian Development Bank (ADB) has
contributed to these accomplishments since
starting its operations in the country in 1998
by providing funding and expertise for
development projects.
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The Soviet-era Nurek Hydropower Plant supplies most of
Tajikistan’s electrical power, but its technology is antiquated
and the land its switchyard is built on is sinking, requiring an
ADB intervention of funds and expertise.
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First published in May 2013

Nurek
In the shadow of the world’s tallest earth-rock fill
dam, the Nurek Hydropower Plant is Tajikistan’s
main source of power, producing over 70% of the
landlocked nation’s electricity. The plant supplies
electricity to roughly 6 million people, and to
the textile, aluminum, food processing,
and agriculture industries that keep the
economy moving.
Unfortunately, this leaves Tajikistan’s power supply
vulnerable. The switchyard of the 3,000-megawatt
plant, 75 kilometers (km) east of the capital,
Dushanbe, literally sits on shaky ground, and
needs to be completely reconstructed to make it

safer from the risk of erosion that could disrupt the
entire country’s energy supply.
Nearly 100 meters beneath the switchyard, a
water-soluble rock formation—a layer of salt—
is dissolving. About 40% of the 500-kilovolt (kV)
switchyard has already sunk by 5 meters. Today,
some areas of the switchyard are sinking by about
0.8 millimeter (mm) per day.
“The switchyard performs important functions—
receiving power from a generating facility,
regulating its distribution, stepping voltage up
and down, limiting power surges, and converting

In the shadow of the world’s tallest earth-rock fill dam, the
Nurek hydropower plant is Tajikistan’s main source of power,
producing over 70% of the landlocked nation’s electricity.

power from direct current to alternating current,
or vice versa,” says Saidshoh Abdulloev, deputy
technical director of the plant.

Switchyard Reconstruction Project, which will
construct a new switchyard on a stable site. It is
scheduled to open in 2014.

If the ground at this particularly vital switchyard
were to collapse, he adds, it could destroy the
switchyard, leading to power outages for most of
the country, with disastrous social and economic
consequences.

“ADB’s primary focus is to help improve the
performance of the power sector by pursuing
a reform agenda and investing in physical
infrastructure,” says C.C. Yu, ADB country director
for Tajikistan.

Stable ground
In 2008, ADB responded by approving a
$54.8 million grant for the Nurek 500-kV

According to Yu, ADB’s investment will not only
stabilize the Nurek power plant’s switchyards, but
also upgrade the plant’s overall technology.

Strengthening Tajikistan’s
Power Supply

•
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The ground beneath the old switchyard
is sinking. The project is rebuilding the
switchyard on solid ground and introducing
modern gas-insulated switchgear technology.
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“Most of the physical assets in the sector were
constructed during Soviet era and need urgent
rehabilitation and technological upgrade,” he says.
Abdulloev agrees. “The plant has been working
for over 40 years, and most of the equipment has
already exceeded its usefulness …. Specialists do
their utmost to keep the plant running reliably,
but some replacement parts are no longer even
available anymore.”
Upgrading the specs
The new switchyard will use an advanced gas
insulated technology that uses 100 times less
space than the old one. The old switchyard takes
up nearly 4 hectares, while the new switchgear will
only occupy about 945 square meters, or around
0.09 hectares.

It will also be almost maintenance-free, since all
parts are enclosed in gas chambers, reducing
almost all contact with dust, humidity, and other
external factors to nearly zero.
The result will be a more reliable energy supply,
leading to steadier economic growth for the
people of Tajikistan.
The project has also improved the skills of
the people employed at the plant, by giving
them a chance to learn new systems from
overseas experts.
“It feels good to work for such a big project,”
says Ali Rahimov, 55, an electrician for Integral
Company, which is building the new switchyard.
“I also like the opportunity to learn new things.

If the ground at this particularly vital switchyard were to
collapse, it could destroy the switchyard, leading to power
outages for most of the country, with disastrous social
and economic consequences.

Contractors build a cable tunnel for the
new switchyard.

Strengthening Tajikistan’s
Power Supply

•

We have specialists from several countries working
together – from Germany, Kazakhstan, Tajikistan –
and we share and learn a lot from each other.”
Ali appreciates the new knowledge and skills that
he and his Tajik colleagues have acquired thanks
to the project. He dreams of a better future.
“Hopefully, one day I will be able to work
internationally.” 
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Project Information
Project Name: Nurek 500-Kilovolt Switchyard
Reconstruction Project (2008–2014)
Financing: $54.77 million, Asian Development Fund
(ADB); $12.13 million, counterpart funding.
By the Numbers1
70%: percentage of Tajikistan’s electricity produced
by the Nurek Hydropower Plant
3,000 megawatt: total installed capacity of the
Nurek Hydropower Plant
1

Project Data Sheet: Details (updated)

•

Ali Rahimov, an electrician at Integral
Company, appreciates the knowledge
and skills that he and his colleagues
have learned working on the project.

Central Asian

Cross-border Trade to Get
Boost from New Road
Rehabilitated roads in landlocked Tajikistan boost trade
at home and with other Central Asian nations and the
People’s Republic of China.
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A car passes along a road in Jirgatal District that has
been rehabilitated as part of the ADB-supported
Dushanbe–Kyrgyz border road rehabilitation project.

Rasht

It is also providing local opportunities for
entrepreneurs in the Rasht Valley, which borders
the Kyrgyz Republic. One of them is 53-year-old taxi
driver Saidmukhsin Saadiev, who drives passengers
from Rasht Center to the capital every day.
“It takes about 3 hours now to reach Dushanbe,”
he says. “I can easily make a round trip in a day
…. You can’t imagine how difficult it was to travel
before. People used to spend over 10 hours to get
to the capital.”
People used to spend even longer—13 hours as
recently as 2007—traveling from the capital to

the border with the Kyrgyz Republic—a journey
that had been reduced to 8 hours by 2012,
partly clearing the path to increased
international trade.
Saadiev describes the old road as “bumpy and
unpaved,” making a circle with his hands to show
how big the potholes were. “Cars constantly broke
down, and drivers and passengers wasted lots of
time and money.”
Entrepreneurial obstacles of that kind are now
simply memories.
Boosting Travel, Trade
ADB approved its first assistance to repair the
340-km Dushanbe–Kyrgyz border road in late
2003, and since then it has provided a total of over
$118 million in concessional loans and grants in
Tajikistan to improve the road.

Central Asian Cross-border Trade
to Get Boost from New Road

The 180-kilometer (km) road that runs from Rasht
Center to Dushanbe, Tajikistan’s capital, is part of a
greater road corridor that connects Dushanbe with
the Kyrgyz Republic border and beyond, providing
vital trade links for this landlocked nation.

7

As of early 2013, the work on the road was
almost completed, with the exception of an
approximately 13-km section.
By December 2012, domestic traffic on the road
had increased to an annualized daily average of
2,378 vehicles, from 250 in 2006.
Muhtor Negmatov, director of the project team in
the Ministry of Transport, admits that road safety
is still an issue, largely due to the fact that better
road conditions mean more people use the road
and drive faster, coupled with a low awareness
of traffic safety among rural communities. But he
says the overall situation has improved vastly.
“The number of accidents on the road decreased
almost eight-fold since 2006,” he says.
According to Farrukh Nuriddinov, ADB project
officer, road safety continues to be addressed
through cooperation with the government.

Impact Stories from Tajikistan

Increased traffic volume, while critical for
economic development and trade, also
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The new road has helped Saidmukhsin Saadiev,
53-year-old taxi-driver, get from Rasht Center to
the capital, Dushanbe, in just 3 hours—a ride that
used to take over 10 hours.

necessitates investments in road maintenance,
adds Nuriddinov.
“Regular road maintenance and controlling
overloaded vehicles are key to maximize
the sustainability of the project,” he says.
“ADB supports the government in piloting a
performance-based road maintenance scheme
and installing vehicle weighing systems.”
Connecting Villages, Countries
The project has rehabilitated not only the road to
the capital but also rural roads in the Rasht and
Nurobod Districts, making it easier for farmers to
access markets and other social services. Production
of vegetables, fruits, and livestock has increased,
and some villagers have reported a 30% increase
in their income. They attribute their improved
earnings partly to better road conditions.
As one of Central Asia’s most significant trade
routes—and the most direct link from the
People’s Republic of China to Central and South
Asia—the Dushanbe–Kyrgyz border road is
boosting trade and cooperation in the region.

The road falls under Corridor 3 of the six priority
corridors identified under the Transport and
Trade Facilitation Strategy of the Central Asia
Regional Economic Cooperation (CAREC)
Program.
Traffic surveys indicate an increase of international
freight traffic to 76 trucks per day in December
2012 from about 10 trucks per day in 2006. That is
expected to rise to 177 trucks per day by 2015.
“The improved road is a major contribution to
the economic development of the region by
enhancing regional cooperation and improving
competitiveness of the countries,” said C.C. Yu, ADB
country director for Tajikistan. “ADB is currently
reviewing the CAREC Transport and Trade
Facilitation Strategy and will continue to invest in
improving the regional connectivity.”
The numbers may still be small for the moment,
but the impact for those involved is significant.

“I no longer have to repair the chassis after every
trip. I spend less on fuel, and can make trips
more often,” he says, adding he is grateful for the
changed conditions on the road.
“The improved road is helping my life and my
business,” says Esanali. 
Project Information
Project Name: CAREC Regional Road Corridor
Improvement Project (2007–2013)
Financing: $40.9 million, Asian Development Fund
(ADB loan); $12.5 million, Asian Development Fund
(ADB grant); $23.1 million, counterpart funding
By the Numbers
10: international freight trucks on the project road
per day in 2006
177: international freight trucks on the project road
per day by 2015
760: total projected vehicles per day by 2030

Central Asian Cross-border Trade
to Get Boost from New Road

“For the past several months, I’ve traveled on this
road every week, bringing onions and coal from

Osh to Tajikistan,” says Esanali Urumbaev, 49, a
truck-owner from Alay District, Kyrgyz Republic.
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A truck drives from Dushanbe to the Kyrgyz Republic,
along the newly rehabilitated road in Faizabad District.
The improved road facilitates interstate trade in the region.

•

Esanali Urumbaev, 49, is a truck-owner from Alay
District, Kyrgyz Republic, who sells onions in Rasht.
The new road has reduced the cost of repairs he has
to make on his truck.
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Building Barriers
against Floods in Tajikistan
Tajikistan’s mountainous terrain and climatic extremes
mean flooding is common but flood prevention
infrastructure is helping provide a more secure base
for rural livelihoods.
First published in April 2013

Mahina Mansurova of Metintugay Village,
in Hamadoni District, describes how her
neighbors lost their gardens and livestock—
key sources of income—in the 2005 floods,
which caused a total of $50 million in damage.

Building Barriers against
Floods in Tajikistan
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Hamadoni
It’s spring in Tajikistan. As the temperature warms,
ice and snow will begin to melt in the mountains,
which cover 93% of the country. Snowmelt will
rush into the country’s rivers. Some may overflow
their banks.
Tajikistan is prone to frequent flooding due to
its mountainous terrain and naturally extreme
climate, with temperatures dropping to –10oC in
the winter and rising to above 40oC in the summer.

People in some parts of the country can expect to
be flooded once every 2 years.
Given this, Tajikistan is one of the more vulnerable
countries in the world to rising temperatures
and climate change, though it produces less
greenhouse gas than almost anywhere else.
“We have the moral responsibility to help protect
the [Tajikistan] people from floods,” says ADB

Embankments along the Pyanj River in
Hamadoni District prevent flooding from
mountain snowmelt, a recurring problem that
was expected to worsen as the climate warms.

Impact Stories from Tajikistan
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Country Director for Tajikistan C.C. Yu, “as well as to
help them better manage their water resources.”
In 2005, ADB responded to devastating floods
that struck the Khatlon Province, in the southwest
of Tajikistan, which destroyed more than
250 buildings, as well as roads, bridges, and water
towers, and wiped away 4,000 hectares of arable
topsoil. But ADB’s emergency response loans have
not just helped people rebuild. They have also
helped the region build back better, protecting
people in the Khatlon Province from the looming
threat of future floods.
Mopping up
When floodwaters rushed her home in Metintugay
Village, in Hamadoni District, in 2005, 60-year-old
Mahina Mansurova felt like she was in a warzone.

“Everyone was out in the streets escaping from
the surging waters. We had to run for about
4 kilometers (km) to find a safer place,” she says.
Mansurova’s village was one of many villages and
farms that were severely affected by the flooding.
“No one died, but our houses were submerged,
and we lost cows, sheep, gardens, and fields—key
sources of our income,” she says.
Extreme flooding caused about $50 million in
damage, destroying embankments along the
Pyanj River. Canals were also ruined, cutting off
fertile land from irrigation, and interrupting the
supply of drinking water to the local population.
Over 16,000 people had to be evacuated.
To respond quickly to the disaster, ADB changed
the scope of two ongoing loans, the Agriculture

ADB’s emergency response loans have not just helped
people rebuild roads, bridges, and water towers destroyed
by the floods of 2005. They have also helped the region
build back better, protecting people in the Khatlon
Province from the looming threat of future floods.

The ADB project also used a comprehensive disaster
management approach, helping communities institute
flood warnings, public awareness campaigns, flood-risk
maps, and community evacuation plans.

The result was flood protection covering
50,000 hectares of land, and new essential
infrastructure, including schools, hospitals, roads,
bridges, and military facilities.
Preventing future deluges
To help reduce the risk of future flooding in the
four vulnerable districts of Hamadoni, Farhor,
Kulyab, and Vose, ADB provided a $22 million loan
for the Khatlon Flood Risk Management Project
in 2007.
It constructed over 11 km of flood protection
embankments, and 18 spur dikes to reduce
the water flow of the Pyanj River. With proper
maintenance, the embankments will protect the
project area for many years to come.
“Proper operation and maintenance of the
constructed and rehabilitated structures is key
for sustainability,” says Yu. “We welcome the
government’s commitment to providing adequate
resources for routine operations and maintenance,
despite the existing fiscal constraints.”
The project also used a comprehensive disaster
management approach, helping communities
institute flood warnings, public awareness
campaigns, flood-risk maps, and community
evacuation plans. People living in flood-prone
areas are now more aware of the dangers, better
prepared for them, and able to monitor for
potential hazards.
The interventions are working. “In 2010, our
specialists registered that the water flow in the
Pyanj River was much more than in 2005,” says
Minister of Water Resources Rahmat Bobokalonov.

“But thanks to our partnership with ADB, the river
did not cause another massive flood.”
As the climate changes, the water in the river
will likely continue to rise, meaning that the
embankments and other disaster preparedness
measures will become increasingly important.
For now, though, the embankments are providing
the stability people in the Khatlon Province need
to stay afloat financially.
“The results speak for themselves,” says
Bobokalonov. “Almost half a million people in
four districts are now protected, have water to
drink and irrigate their fields with, and can plan
their future.” 

Project Information
Project Name: Khatlon Province Risk Management
Project (2006–2010)
Financing: $3.0 million, Japan Fund for
Poverty Reduction (ADB); $500,000, Technical
Assistance Special Fund (ADB); $22.0 million,
Asian Development Fund (ADB); $6.612 million,
Government of Tajikistan
Project Name: Agriculture Rehabilitation Project
(2002–2010)
Financing: $35 million, Asian Development Fund
(ADB), $8.75 million, counterpart funding
Project Name: Irrigation Rehabilitation Project
(2004–2011)
Financing: $22.7 million, Asian Development Fund
(ADB); $6.29 million, Government of Tajikistan
By the Numbers2
11.6: kilometers of embankment rehabilitation on
the Pyanj River in Hamadoni District
3.5–4.0: hours of lead-time between flood warning
triggers and flood risk
90–95: percent of village leaders aware of flood risk
and basic response requirements
2

Estimated by project staff.

Building Barriers against
Floods in Tajikistan

Rehabilitation Project and the Irrigation
Rehabilitation Project. The additional funds were
put to work rehabilitating embankments along
the Pyanj River—which forms the border between
Tajikistan and Afghanistan—and reconstructing
the Dekhkanabad and Chubek canals, along with
other structures requiring urgent repairs in the
wake of the flooding.
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In Remote Tajikistan,

A New Bridge

is Transforming Lives
In Tajikistan, a new bridge across the Surhob River is
connecting once-isolated villages to the amenities of town,
saving lives in medical emergencies, and providing a
much-needed shot in the arm for small businesses.
First published in April 2013

A tractor crosses a new reinforced concrete
bridge over the Surhob River, connecting
Zarangak Village to hospitals, schools,
and markets in Rasht Center.

Rasht
In Zarangak Village in northeast Tajikistan,
family doctor Hakimjon Kululov checks the lungs
of a coughing baby boy with a stethoscope.
Kululov, 46, recalls horror stories of having to carry
emergency patients to the district hospital on
stretchers over an old, shaky suspension bridge
made of wood and rope. The trip took the doctor
and other helpers 2 to 3 hours on foot. That is all in
the past now that his village and 19 other remote
villages can cross the Surhob River to Rasht’s
hospitals, schools, and markets, via a new bridge
made of reinforced concrete.
“I feel so much more optimistic,” he says of
village health care, thanks to the bridge. “If
an emergency happens, it takes less than

15 minutes to drive a sick person to a district
hospital in Rasht Center.”
Bridging the divide
In 2007, through the Japan Fund for Poverty
Reduction, ADB approved a $2 million grant
for the Sustainable Access for Isolated Rural
Communities Project.
The project built the 227-meter bridge, and just
over a kilometer (km) of road leading up to
the bridge, while also improving over 14 km of
rural roads connecting nearby communities to
the bridge.
Residents say the bridge and the roads have made
life much more convenient, particularly given

In Remote Tajikistan, A New
Bridge is Transforming Lives

•
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that there were times in the past when the old
suspension bridge couldn’t be used at all.
“During high water, when the suspension bridge
was flooded and we couldn’t use it, we had to
cross the river on rafts made of inflated cow
stomachs and planks of wood,” says Abdulhakim
Karimov, 63, head of the Hijborak Community
Council. “The rafts were very dangerous, and after
several people died, we banned the use of them.”
Kirgiz Niyozov, 80, a resident of Zarangak Village,
19 kilometers east of Rasht Center, calls the bridge
“a unique gift” that he and his fellow villagers had
long dreamed of.
“We now have a very stable and safe bridge,” he
says, one that cars can easily drive across. “Our
great-grandchildren will remember and thank
those who helped build the bridge.”

Impact Stories from Tajikistan

A boon for small business
Thanks to the new bridge, over 47,000 rural
villagers directly benefit from improved mobility,
access, and communication. The project is also

helping small businesses in remote, isolated
villages. Business owners report increases in their
incomes by as much as 45%, thanks to reductions
in transport costs, easier access to markets, and
increased passenger traffic.
The new bridge makes the delivery of agricultural
products to market centers easier, and also
reduces transport costs for local farmers.
“In the past, I could not sell my apples and pears at
all. No vendor came to our village to pick them up,
and I was at a loss about how to bring the fruits to
market myself,” says 51-year-old farmer, Davlathuja
Kulolov. “But now it’s only 8 km to reach the main
market, and the travel is easy.”
The project has also improved access to
education, particularly for students attending
higher grades. Shomahmad Sharipov, 63, teaches
secondary school in Zarangak Village. “Some of
the schools in this area only have grades from
1 to 9, and children from those villages could
not continue their education after grade 9,”
says Sharipov. “But now they can easily study in

A project does not have to be grand and costly to bring
big benefits to people.”
				

— C.C. Yu, ADB country director for Tajikistan
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Before the new bridge, doctor Hakimjon
Kululov carried emergency patients across
a rickety wooden bridge to the nearest
hospital in Rasht Center. Now he can drive
patients to the hospital in just 15 minutes.

•

Teacher Shomahmad Sharipov says the
bridge helps students like ninth grader Zarina
Niyozova access higher grades, taught at
schools in Rasht Center.

“During high water, when the suspension bridge flooded
and we couldn’t use it, we had to cross the river on rafts
made of inflated cow stomachs and planks of wood.”
— A. Karimov, head, Hijborak Community Council

grades 10 and 11 in other villages or in the
Rasht Center.”
Given the importance of regular bridge
maintenance, the project established village
infrastructure maintenance associations and funds
to care for the bridge and roads. The associations
have been trained in technical and financial
management, and provided with essential road
maintenance and safety tools. Villagers donate
labor or cash to contribute to seasonal bridge
maintenance.
“A project does not have to be grand and costly
to bring big benefits to people,” says C.C. Yu, ADB
country director for Tajikistan. “The demand for
such small but well targeted projects in Tajikistan
is huge, and we will continue to work with the
Japanese government and other donors to
deliver them.”

“We are now planning to construct another small
bridge several kilometers downstream from here.
We’ve already collected money for it, and hope to
manage construction ourselves,” he says. 

Project Information
Project Name: Sustainable Access for Isolated Rural
Communities (41038-012) (2007–2010)
Financing: $2 million, Japan Fund for Poverty
Reduction
By the Numbers3
226.8: meters of bridge rehabilitated
1.05: kilometers of roads approaching bridge
constructed
14.6: kilometers of rural roads improved
3

For Karimov and others like him the bridge has
been an inspiration.

Implementation Completion Memorandum (2010). pg. 4

In Remote Tajikistan, A New
Bridge is Transforming Lives
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The ADB-supported project built the 227-meter bridge
and over 1 km of road leading to the bridge, and improved
over 14 km of rural roads connecting nearby communities
to the bridge.

Family Health Centers
in Tajikistan Bring Care
to Rural Communities

A community-based approach to health centers in Tajikistan
is providing access to health in areas with high rates of
infant and maternal mortality.

Impact Stories from Tajikistan

First published in April 2010
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Valijon Hakimov—a doctor who has worked in Rasht
District for 35 years—and his colleague, a midwife
(in green), are reducing infant and maternal mortality
rates in the Kyzrok village in Tajikistan.

Kyzrok

“We certainly didn’t have the type of facility we
have now,” laughs Valijon Hakimov, a doctor who
has worked in Rasht District for 35 years. “The old
structure was just a wagon, so we couldn’t provide
timely or good quality services to the
local population.”
In the past, doctors in rural areas such as the Rasht
District would often treat patients in mosques,
schools, kindergartens, or any other available spaces.

By contrast, the new health center in Kyzrok
Village was designed and constructed specifically
to serve the medical needs of the community. The
bright and cheerful space—two large treatment
rooms separated by a welcoming reception and
waiting area—now serves a population of some
18,000 people.
Reforming Tajikistan’s Health Sector
The facility is one of 27 health centers
constructed in Tajikistan under the Health
Sector Reform Project, funded by Asian
Development Bank. The project was designed
to provide equitable access to health services
in poor areas with high rates of infant and
maternal mortality.

Family Health Centers in Tajikistan
Bring Care to Rural Communities

At first glance the new health center in Kyzrok
Village may seem modest, but it is a far cry from
the old train carriage that for many years received
patients in this remote district about five hours
northeast of Tajikistan’s capital, Dushanbe.

19

Doctor Valijon Hakimov.
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Kyzrok Village used to see 10 to 12 cases of infant mortality
every year. But this has changed now that pregnant women
are getting timely support from the new community
health center.
The project offers a free health package to patients,
including basic neonatal and postnatal care,
immunizations, treatment for common diseases
such as tuberculosis, and regular checkups.
Financed by a $7.5 million ADB loan, the project
has also set up quality control mechanisms
for medicines and constructed two regional
warehouses for storing pharmaceuticals.
Reducing the travel time that once separated
large regional hospitals and remote rural areas
has been a key component of the project.
With the introduction or rehabilitation of
family health centers, people no longer need
to travel long distances for most types of
medical treatment.

Reaching Patients, Reducing Mortality
Local health officials say this community-based
approach has yielded instant results.
Hakimov says he has seen a massive drop in infant
mortality rates since the Kyzrok Village health
center was completed in 2008.
“We don’t have infant mortality cases like before,”
he said. “It used to be that we’d have 10 to 12 cases
of infant mortality every year. But now, pregnant
women are getting the timely support that they
need, and so last year we did not have any cases
at all.”
The project also places a strong emphasis on
retraining medical personnel to better serve

A rural health center during
polio vaccination.

Add Photo

“A person is much more likely to visit a local health center a
kilometer away as opposed to travelling 30 kilometers to a
large district hospital.”
							— Dr. V. Hakimov, Rasht District
community needs in rural areas rather than at
large-but-distant district hospitals.
A training program at Rasht District Hospital is
helping specialist doctors and nurses become
family practitioners capable of handling a wide
range of common ailments at the local level.
To date, the Health Sector Reform Project has
trained 134 doctors and 588 nurses in family
group practice.
“A person is much more likely to visit a local health
center a kilometer away as opposed to traveling
30 kilometers to a large district hospital,” said

Hakimov. “The proximity of efficient health centers
to the rural population means we’ve seen an acute
drop in infectious diseases such as typhoid and
tuberculosis.” 

Project Information
Project Name: Health Sector Reform Program
Financing: $1.375 million, Japan Special Fund grant
(ADB); $7.500 million, Asian Development Fund loan
(ADB); $2.133 million, Government of Tajikistan

Family Health Centers in Tajikistan
Bring Care to Rural Communities

•
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Paving the

Way for Growth
Thanks to a new concrete and asphalt road from their
village to the capital, residents of Obi Garm can now travel
to Dushanbe in half the time.
First published in March 2010

• Concrete improvements

Paving the Way for Growth

The new paved road from Dushanbe will eventually
connect to the Kyrgyz border, helping local farmers
and businesses find new markets for their products,
boosting trade.
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Obi Garm
No sign indicates where a major Asian Development
Bank road project tapers off in Rasht District,
Tajikistan. But close your eyes and it is easy to tell.
Smooth concrete road abruptly gives way to jarring,
rutted terrain, and vehicles heading east from the
capital of Dushanbe begin a 60-kilometer (km) crawl.
Drivers coming in the other direction have
endured a long, sandy potholed stretch of road.
On arriving at level asphalt, they stop at an
impromptu car wash to throw buckets of brackish
water over their dirt-encrusted vehicles.
This bumpy transition from concrete to dust can
be found in the village of Obi Garm, some 95 km

east of Dushanbe. It marks the juncture between
two phases of a major ADB road rehabilitation
scheme that will connect the capital with the
Kyrgyz border some 340 km to the northeast.
Improved Access, Appreciating Incomes
Upon completion, the Dushanbe–Kyrgyz
border road will have benefited from three ADB
investments totaling about $118 million. Work on
the initial phase—from Dushanbe to Obi Garm—
began in 2003 and was completed in 2008. Work
on the second phase, which includes the 45 km
heading east from Obi Garm, is scheduled to
begin in mid-2010. Work on the third phase—the
rehabilitation of the final 120 km stretch leading
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• Makeshift car wash
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Now that he has reached the paved portion of the Dushanbe–Kyrgyz border road, this driver
uses water from a nearby stream to wash dirt and dust from his car.
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Concrete improvements on the road from Obi Garm to
Dushanbe has cut travel time in half, which means cheaper
transport costs for everything from people to produce.

to the border—began in 2008 and is scheduled to
finish in 2013. Targeting a region with a poverty
incidence estimated at 90%, the ADB-funded road
upgrades have had immediate impacts.
Residents of Obi Garm speak of how the upgraded
road leading to Dushanbe has changed their lives.
“You cannot appreciate how much the population
here appreciates this road,” says Safir Karimov,
a village resident. “Before, people only went to
Dushanbe when they had to,” he said. “Now,
people are willing to go all the time because
they can.”
Nusratullo Ishanjanov, an engineer with Tajikistan’s
Ministry of Transport and Communications,
describes how travel time between Obi Garm and
Dushanbe has been cut in half, meaning cheaper
transport costs for everything from people to

produce. “This is a largely agricultural region, and
therefore most of the products that come from
here are perishable,” he said. “Improved roads
help get fruits and vegetables to the market more
quickly,” said Ishanjanov, “and bring down the cost
of doing so, as well.”
Important Links to International Markets
When the entire road is complete, vehicles will
be able to drive from Dushanbe to the Kyrgyz
border in 6 to 8 hours, a jaunt compared with
the 24 hours it took before ADB-financed road
improvements got under way.
In the meantime, drivers traveling between Obi
Garm and the Kyrgyz border will have to continue
to endure dirt, dust, and delays. A few kilometers
down the unpaved road, a solitary figure shovels
dirt. Cars and trucks crawl by. What is he doing

“Improvement of the
Dushanbe–Kyrgyz border
road along with rural roads
reduces Tajikistan’s isolation
and has remarkable direct
social impact on the poor.”
— M. Ojiro, ADB country director
for Tajikistan

• Freedom of motion

there? “Filling all these holes,” says Said Saidov,
who works for the local district authorities. “My job
is to pack them, to fill them with earth.”
Said’s job is important. Even in its current state,
the Dushanbe–Kyrgyz border road is one of the
most significant trade routes in all of Central Asia,
a transport link connecting landlocked Tajikistan
and the Kyrgyz Republic with the People’s
Republic of China (PRC) and beyond.
The road—concrete and dirt sections alike—is one
of six Central Asia Regional Economic Cooperation
(CAREC) transport and trade corridors that
crisscross the entire region. The CAREC network
links the region with the vast markets that
surround it: PRC and Japan to the east; Pakistan,
India, and the Persian Gulf states to the south;
Europe to the west; and the Russian Federation to
the north.
“This investment perfectly showcases ADB’s
commitment to poverty reduction in Tajikistan
and to regional cooperation in Central Asia,” said
Makoto Ojiro, ADB’s country director for Tajikistan.
“Improvement of the Dushanbe–Kyrgyz border
road along with rural roads reduces Tajikistan’s
isolation and has remarkable direct social impact
on the poor.” 

Project Information
Project Name: Dushanbe–Kyrgyz Border Road
Rehabilitation Project, Phase I
Financing: $15.0 million, Asian Development
Fund loan (ADB); $6.0 million, Organization of the
Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC) Fund loan;
$2.6 million, Government of Tajikistan
Project Name: Dushanbe–Kyrgyz Border Road
Rehabilitation Project, Phase II
Financing: $29.0 million, Asian Development Fund
loan (ADB); $500,000, Asian Development Fund
grant (ADB); $9.5 million, Government of Tajikistan
Project Name: CAREC Regional Road Corridor
Improvement Project, Phase III
Financing: $12.5 million, Asian Development Fund
grant (ADB); $500,000, Technical Assistance Special
Fund (ADB); $40.9 million, Asian Development Fund
loan (ADB); $23.1 million, Government of Tajikistan

Paving the Way for Growth

Safir Karimov and his son live in Obi Garm.
Before the road, said Karimov, residents rarely
made the trip to the capital, Dushanbe.
“Now they go all the time because they can.”
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A New Flow of

Opportunities
An emergency loan to fund repairs to Tajikistan’s troubled
water supply reduces waste, boosts farm productivity, and
improves incomes.
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First published in March 2008
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Loikasai
It was the day before Idi Qurbon (the Feast of
Sacrifice) and the normally bustling hillside village
of Loikasai was almost deserted.
Under ordinary circumstances, such a sight might
have been viewed with concern. But 33-year-old
shop owner Kudrat Safarov said it was a good sign.
Most of the villagers had gone to the nearby town
to sell vegetables and buy food for the three-day
religious festival.
The scene is testimony to a turnaround in the once
impoverished Uzbek minority village’s economic
fortunes, aided in no small part by the revival of its
water supply system damaged in an earthquake in
May 2001.
The quake cracked the intake structure of the
Loikasai siphon, leaving 56,000 people, 65,000
livestock, and 11,724 hectares of farm land
without water.

Soon after the incident, ADB sent missions
to inspect the damage before approving an
emergency loan of $3.54 million which was used
to partly cover the cost of rebuilding the siphon,
and to construct a 4.2-kilometer
bypass canal.
The project also repaired the Vakhsh-Yavan tunnel
and the Pravaya Vetka main canal. Although
undamaged in the quake, the structures built in
1968 were in poor condition, with malfunctioning
and missing gates, that resulted in wasted water.
The 30-year-old steel pipelines in two other
siphons in Ishmasai (Yavan District) and Shurchasai
(along the boundary of Yavan and Khojamaston
Districts) were replaced with fiberglass pipes
which have a longer lifespan of 70 years.
Completed at the end of October 2003, the system
now discharges 167 cubic meters per second of
water to three districts in southern Tajikistan—

A New Flow of Opportunities
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• Everybody wins

With better harvests, villagers have bigger incomes
and more money to spend in shops for basic
household items ranging from salt, sugar, and
cooking oil to jackets, rugs, and house ornaments .

Yavan, Gozimalik, and Khojamaston. All three
districts have high poverty incidence levels of
around 90%.
Harvests Improve, Incomes Rise
The improvements have boosted villagers’
disposable income, according to shop owner
Safarov. Most people living in the three villages in
Yavan District, which now enjoy a steady supply of
clean water for household and irrigation use, earn
their living from vegetable and livestock farming.

“I used to earn only 100 somonis (around $29)
a day, now the store is earning 1,000 somonis
(around $290) a day,” Safarov said. The roadside
business sells basic household items ranging from
salt, sugar, and cooking oil to jackets, rugs and
house ornaments.
”The cotton harvest is much better. The number of
cattle and livestock has increased,” said Shermatov
Ochildi, who lives in Loikasai village and teaches
Uzbek literature and language at the local school.
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ADB-funded repairs to structures damaged by the 2001
earthquake have provided the villagers of Loikasai with a
steady supply of clean water, improved their harvests, and
boosted their disposable income.
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• Signs of the time

Some farmers can now afford to buy their own cars.

“The children have better clothing than before,” he
commented, reflecting on the improved standard
of living in the local population as a result of the
rebuilt water system.

from 6,431 hectares in 2000. The cotton harvest
yield increased to 2.3 tons per hectare from 0.93
tons in 2000, while the wheat yield rose to 2.74
tons per hectare from just 0.86 tons in 2000.

The increase in income has allowed some villagers
to buy cars, including 49-year-old Kodur Yormatov
who is a supervisor of the water supply system.

The better quality water has also boosted the
health of villagers in Loikasai.

Better Health Care, Better Quality of Life
Homidjon Hasanov, Deputy Minister of the
Ministry of Land Reclamation and Water
Resources, noted that in addition to providing
a clean and stable flow of water, the system is
regulated to ensure that people do not go without
supplies even in the harsh summer months when
temperatures can rise as high as 45 degrees
Celsius in this arid region.
The result has been bountiful harvests for farmers
in the area, according to data from the Ministry of
Land Reclamation and Water Resources.
In Gozimalik District, the area of irrigated land
more than doubled to 13,632 hectares in 2003

“There are less sick people now. We get only
seasonal sickness such as flu,” community doctor
Tangiberdiev Abdumumin said. He used to see 10
patients a day, now he treats just two or three.
The health gains are also due to a vaccination
campaign in the village and better sanitary
conditions, he said.
“I need clean water to cleanse my medical
equipment,” notes Doctor Abdumumin who has
been serving the community from his two-room
clinic for the past four years. 

Project Information
Project Name: Emergency Restoration of Yavan
Water Conveyance System
Financing: $3.6 million, Asian Development Fund
loan (ADB); $900,000, Government of Tajikistan

“The cotton harvest is much better. The number of cattle
and livestock has increased.”
							— S. Ochildi, Loikasai Village

A New Flow of Opportunities

“We didn’t have much income before (the
reconstruction of the canal),” says Yormatov.
Now he owns an Opel that costs $5,000 and
supplements his government wages with harvests
from a small plot of land just outside his home.
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Road Out of

Poverty
Improvements to a key road artery in Tajikistan bring a host
of benefits to impoverished communities: better access to
schools, hospitals, and markets.
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First published in March 2008
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Khatlon
Thirteen-year old Farzona Satorova used to dread
the short walk from home to her nearby school,
especially in winter when she would sometimes
arrive with her clothes and books covered in thick,
sticky mud.
“It was very difficult to come to school,” the sixthgrade student said, recalling that she often lost her
balance in the quagmire churned up by rain and
snow on the dirt road.
Things were little better in summer when
Farzona and more than 600 of her schoolmates at
Secondary School No. 23 in Khatlon Province had
to brave dust, sandstorms, and temperatures that
typically reach 40 degrees Celsius or more. The
province has a poverty incidence rate of 91%.

“I showed them the poor road condition to our
school,” she said. “I told them that students were
coming to school very late and very dirty.”
As a result of her initiative, ADB decided to include
the 333-meter-long road in its Dushanbe–Kurgan–
Tyube–Dangara–Kulyab Road Rehabilitation
project, which began in 2001 and had paved over
90 kilometers of roads by the time it ended in 2006.
The project also rehabilitated five major sections
of the highway linking Dushanbe—the capital
city of Tajikistan—and Kurgan–Tyube and Kulyab
cities, covering a total of 120 kilometers. This
highway, built during the Soviet era and running
through the country’s main wheat and cotton

Road Out of Poverty

Exasperated by the trying conditions her students
had to endure, school headmistress Amonova

Saida approached a group of ADB executive
directors visiting a neighboring town in 2005. They
were monitoring a road project.
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• School trip

Farzona Satorova and her friends always arrive in
school on time, thanks to the new paved road.

• Forward planning
• Available health care

Impact Stories from Tajikistan

The improved roads have made the government-owned
medical center more accessible, a benefit that makes both
doctor and patients happy.
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The grandchildren of Aitov Mahmodmurod, an Uzbek
farmer who lives by the main road in Khurasan District,
look forward to a brighter future, possibly the first in their
family to attain a college education, due to the family’s
higher income from better access to the market.

producing areas, was devastated by civil war and
had not been restored for more than 20 years.

even though she lives just two kilometers away
from the center.

“Prior to the rehabilitation, we received a lot of
complaints about loss of time on the road,” said
Hakimov Nizom, Executive Director for Road
Rehabilitation in the Project Implementation Unit.
Before the work, travel time on the 100-kilometer
Dushanbe–Kurgan Tyube section used to take two
and a half hours; now it can be covered in just an
hour.

It is also good news for pregnant women, with
some in the past forced to give birth at home
because the poor road conditions made it difficult
for them to get to hospital in time.

Access to Medical Care Improved
The road improvements have also been a
blessing for those seeking treatment from the
government-owned medical center just outside
Khurasan District.
“We used to see only a handful of patients each
day. Now, around 40 to 50 patients come in
everyday, and the number is increasing,” said
Dr. Mirzoev Orif.
One beneficiary is 25-year old Parvina Shukurova
who came in for a post-treatment consultation
on her inflamed tonsils, something she says she
would not have done if the road was not good,

According to a 2006 survey, commissioned by the
Ministry of Transport, 90% of respondents said that
as a result of the rehabilitation work, it took them less
than half an hour to get to the closest health facilities,
up sharply from 50% in an earlier survey in 2002.
The improvements have also lowered fuel
costs for transporting medical supplies and
boosted market access for agricultural goods,
something that farmer and livestock breeder Aitov
Mahmodmurod, who lives by the main road in
Khurasan District, is grateful for.
“It now takes less time for us to go to the market,”
said the 53-year-old Mahmodmurod, who sells
wheat and goats in the town market.
He noted that his income has improved as more
people flock to the market to buy farm products

• Entrepreneurs

Residents living near the highway sell pomegranates to drivers going to and
from Dushanbe city. The rising traffic volume, which has doubled since 2002,
has resulted in the proliferation of small business stalls along the highway.

Transport Volumes Increased
According to a Ministry of Transport study, freight
transportation volume on the main highway
reached 55.1 million tons in the first nine months
of 2006, up sharply from around 28 million tons for
the whole of 2000. Freight fares meanwhile have
decreased by nearly 20% from 2002 to 2005 due
to the faster flow of goods and improved quality
when arriving at their destination.
Another study by the Ministry showed that overall
traffic volume on the main road doubled between
2002 and 2005, rising between 8.5% and 24.9%
annually, depending on the rehabilitated section.
Traffic on rural roads has also increased.
As a result, some residents living near the
highway have set up roadside stalls selling petrol,
fruit, vegetables, soft drinks, and bottled water
to serve the growing number of drivers, some
from as far away as Afghanistan. The 2006 study
also shows that the number of small businesses

along the route increased by at least 20% in just
one year.
One vendor, 45-year old C. Solehov said he and
his family have been able to take advantage of the
increased traffic to sell baskets of pomegranates
in order to supplement their income that comes
mainly from cotton.
For Mr. Mahmodmurod, who has struggled to
make a living as a marginal farmer, the road
improvements promise a better quality of
life for him and his family, especially his two
grandchildren, now aged 3 and 4.
“My wish is that we can send our grandchildren
to university someday,” he said, noting that they
would be the first in the family to do so. 
Project Information
Project Name: Road Rehabilitation Project
Financing: $20 million, Asian Development Fund
loan (ADB); $4 million, Organization of Petroleum
Exporting Countries (OPEC) Fund loan; $2.8 million,
Government of Tajikistan

Road Out of Poverty

and he has been able to buy a car and extend
his one-storey mud hut from four rooms to six to
accommodate his growing family.
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how these projects have touched people’s lives.
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